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Thank you for purchasing the MIR-AUS Continuous Ink Supply System (CISS).
We appreciate your support and will try our best to make your experience
with our products a pleasant one.
Printing will be a different experience once you instal your new MIR-AUS
Continuous Ink Supply System. Just imagine being able to print without
regard to the ink level in those expensive little cartridges.
Please take your time with installing your MIR-AUS Continuous Ink Supply
System and follow all of the installation instructions carefully. Do not
remove your old cartridges until you have the MIR-AUS CIS system primed
and ready for installation (to prevent the printer head from drying). In addition,
make sure you are getting perfect nozzle check results on your printer
before installing our system. The MIR-AUS CISS will not work properly if the
nozzles are already clogged.
Once the system is installed, most users get a perfect nozzle check the very first
time. Others may need to run two or three printer head cleaning cycles or let
the printer 'rest' for a while before they get perfect results.
Please feel free to contact us at any stage if you need support or wish to hear
about our other products.
Thanks again for choosing MIR-AUS

Mirali Esta
Director of MIR-AUS
Tel: 02 80655614
1300 213 589

www.m i r-a us.com .au
info@mir-aus.com.au
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INSTALLATION
Your MIR-AUS CISS consists of two parts:

• A tank unit containing a number of tanks, each storing ink to feed your cartridges,
which will sit along-side your printer.
• A set of cartridges equal to the number of tanks in your tank unit. A ink
pipeline connects the two units together.

*Please Note:
• Never put the CISS tanks higher or lower than the printer head level. The CISS
should always be levelled up with the printer.
• Only for double-tray printers, it is necessary to keep the CISS tanks about 4cm
higher than the printer base to make sure they are on the same level as the printer
head.
• ever update the printer firmware/software.
• If your cartridges come with orange caps on them, make sure you keep these in a safe
place for use when you will be refilling the cartridges or the ink system.
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Step 1: Install cartridges

• Insert the MIR-AUS cartridges into your printer in the same way as your
previous cartridges. Please note that some adjustments may be required for
some printers. Please go to our website for more information and help with
cartridge installation.
www.rmr-aus.com.au
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Step 2: Create air balance

• Start by removing the black covers (UV protectors) from each of the tanks.
• Ensure that all of the coloured rubber plugs on top of the tanks are securely
closed.
• Gently roll the tank unit onto one side so that the smaller plugs would be
positioned higher than the larger plugs. Leave the unit in that position for a few
seconds to allow for air balance to form.
• Now put the tanks back in upright position. The rear (smaller) compartment in
each tank (under the smaller plug) should now contain about 2-3 cm of ink. This
air balance is essential for correct performance of the CISS.
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Step 3: Position the tank unit correctly
• For most printers, it is necessary that the tank unit is placed on the same level
as the printer itself. Place the tank unit too high and the cartridges may leak, too
low and air may get trapped in the pipeline.
Please note: If you have a tall printer, the tank unit should be placed so that the
bottom of the tank unit is levelled up with the top tray of your printer.
Step 4: Remove the airplugs (smaller plugs)

• Please remove all the coloured small plugs from the tank unit (leaving the larger
plugs in place/closed). The smaller plug holes allow air to flow into the tanks and
thereby ink into the pipeline. These small plugs must be left open at all times
otherwise airlock may form in the system.
• With the smaller plugs left open, replace all black tank covers.

YOU ARE NOW READY TO PRINT USING MIR-AUS CISS!
For more information and technical support please contact us at any time.
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